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When Jessica returned to Hannah’s place, Hannah had already cleaned
up the house. Hannah was putting the fried steak onto a plate, and the red
wine was on the table as well.

“Welcome back!” Hannah looked at Jessica excitedly. “Let’s have a
lavish meal today and hang out tonight.”

Jessica sat down in front of the table and smiled at
Hannah. “No, I‘m leaving LA tonight.”

Three years ago, for the sake of Lucas, Jessica had left New York, where
her parents lived.

Now that Lucas and Jessica were done, she didn’t want to stay in LA

anymore.

However, before leaving, she had to give Trissy the gift she had prepared,
so she said to Hannah, “You can get someone to send out the video I
sent you.”

Didnt Lucas ask her to apologize to Trissy all the time?

Jessica was
going to “apologize” to Trissy now, hoping that Trissy would love the g
ift.

Hannah said excitedly. “No problem, I’ve been
waiting for you to say that. Wait for me, I‘ll make a call now. Let‘s go
back to New York together tonight!”



“What about your studio in LA?” Jessica asked in surprise.

“It‘s just a lousy studio that doesn‘t have any profits. I quit.” Hannah
waved her hands.

Jessica knew
that a girl like Hannah, who was brought up in a rich family, didn‘t
need to worry about money at all. The reason why Hannah opened a
studio in LA is to be here with Jessica. Jessica was
touched by what Hannah had done for her.

At eight in the evening, Jessica and Hannah arrived at the airport and
boarded a plane to New York.

At the same time, a well–known reporter from the Los Angeles Times

released a video on YouTube. The video showed
how Trissy and Jessica fell into the pool on Justin‘s birthday.

In the video, Jessica did not
touch Trissy at all. People could clearly see Trissy
jump into the pool by herself and swim into the deeper water area.

Only Trissy and Jessica were by the pool that night, and
their conversation could be heard clearly

“Trissy, please don’t send any messages
to Lucas late at night. He‘s my husband.”

“Only legally. He is in love with ME. But you don‘t have to worry. I w
ill make him leave you.

“Don‘t believe me? Jessica, do you think Lucas will hate you to death o

r not if I fall into the pool and lose the child?



“As long as I tell Lucas that you pushed me, the Thomas
family will believe me. Your explanation will be useless. Do you
know why? Don‘t you know who

you are? Do you think a ordinary person is qualified to be a

member of the Thomas family?”

As soon as the video and audio were released, the entire
social network was boiling. The scandal in the Thomas family was still
among the hottest topics, yet a
reversal then came. People were all shocked.

Soon, the news reached Lucas. After watching the video, Lucas remained
silent at his table with a grim face.

Then, Lucas’ secretary told him that Jessica emptied

her Twitter, leaving only one tweet, saying “Sorry, it‘s all my fault”.

Jessica did apologize, but after the truth was revealed. How ironic! It
made the Thomas family ridiculous.

The atmosphere in the office was so depressing that people even found
breathing hard. Lucas, who was sitting at

the desk, wore a grim face.

“Remove it now!”

“I’m sorry, Mr. Thomas. I’ve
already contacted the public relations company. It can‘t be removed.”
The secretary felt nervous.

Well done, Jessica!



With a stern face, Lucas
reached for his phone. He was about to call Jessica when his phone sud
denly rang.
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